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ABSTRACT 

Regulatory protei1n access to the DNA duplex ' Inte
rior" depends on local DNA 'breathing' fluctuations. 
and the most rundamentaJ of these a~ themaally
drtven base stacktng-unstacklng Interactions .. Tlile 
smallest DNA unit Dlat can u111d.ergo suc.h lransmons 
Is the dl.nucleotlde, whose structural and dynamic 
properties are dominated by stack!lng, while the Ion 
condensation., cooperaUve stack!lng and !Inter-base 
hydrogen-bonding present In duplex DNA are not In
volved. We use dApdA to study stacking-unstacking 
at the dlnuc:Joollde level becauiSe the nuctuauons ob
served are llkely to resemble those of larger DNA 
molecules, but In the absence of constraints Intro
duced by cooperat:Mty are llkely to be more pro
nou need, and thus more accessible to measurement 
We study these fluctuaUons wHh a combination of 
Molecular Dynamics slmu:latlons on the rnlcroseco d 
timescale and Markov State Model anatyses, and vaH
date our results by calcu latlons of clrcuJar dlchrolsm 
(CD) spectra, wKh resu lts that agree well wUh the ex
perl mental spectr.a. Our analyses show that the CD 
spectrum ,of dApdA Is defined by two distinct ch~ 
ra11 conformations that correspond, respecUve.ly, to a 
Watson-Crick form and a hybrild form wRh one base 
In a Hoogsteen configuration. We find also thal Ionic 
structure and water orientation around dApdA play 
Important roles In controlll 1119 Its breathing Jluclua
Uons. 

INTRODUCTION 

ucleic ac1ds undergo a variety of local stmctum] fluctua -
tions in discharging their biological functfons. These fluctu
ations (collectively caned ' breathing') jnclude inter--m:rand 
base~pair opening and closing, intra-strand base stac ing 
and unstacking and oorlfo:rmational rearrangements of the 
sugar-phosphate backbone (1 - 6). Such thermally activated 
D A 'breathing' fluctuations are thought to represent pri
mary steps ju the process by h.ich genome regulator pro
td:iu gain aooes:~ to the do11hle.~tnmded (ds:) D A interior. 

Understanding tbermal]y driven D 1 A fluctuations may 
provide a central key to structural and dynamic interpreta
tion of the interactions: between f,mcHona] and regulatory 
proteifls. and their ss- and dsD A targets during gene ex~ 
pression. However,. many of these 'breathing' prooesses, if 
considered only jn duplex DNA. are Ji.kely to represent a 
small fraction of the population of oonfomiations present 
in duplex DNA at physiological temperatures because of 
'structural cooperati ity' and may thus be hard to re.solve 
e · en by senshive spectroscopic and computational techr 
niques. One way of reducing this problem is to focus on el~ 
ementary systems, such as dinudeotides, These can be •Con~ 
stdered to represent the "fundamental fragments. of duplex 
D A, but also provide a milieu in hkh the only relevant 
breathing process is likely to be base stacking and unstack~ 
ing. As a con.sequence, these processes can be studied in iso~ 
tation in these small model systems. In addition. because 
of th.e absence of constraints imposed by neighboring and 
base~paired nucleotides, these stacking~unstacking fluctua -
tion s are likcly to be present at higher concentrations than in 
larger duplex D A molecules and th s also more amenable 
to study. These considerations have motivated us to rein
vestigate the stmcture and dynamics of dApdA as a mode] 
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dinucleotide fragment of d uplex DNA using modern com
putational and molecular modeling techniques. 

The relative populations of stacked and unstacked bases 
present in D NA molecules in solution under a variety of en
vironmental conditions have t raditionally been studied by 
absorbance and circular dichroism (CD) experiments (7,8). 
Initial studies of DNA stacking-unstacking fluctuations fo
cused on dinucleotides in solution (9- 15). Dinucleotides, 
such as dApdA, have been considered to be useful models 
for some of the basic interactions that control and stabilize 
local base confonnations of dsDNA because-as indicated 
above-stacking interactions can be examined in these sys
tems while avoiding the complicating features of ion con
densation, cooperative stacking a nd inter-base hydrogen
bonding t hat are also present and involved in controlling 
the conformational behavior of long duplex DNA. ln ad
dition, homo-dinucleotides, such as dApdA, are more use. 
ful than hetero-dinucleotides as model systems for probing 
confonnational rearrangements in these st ructures because 
the CD signals from homo-dinucleotides are strengthened 
by the presence of degenerate exciton coupling effects. Fur
thermore, dinucleotides may also serve as partial models for 
deciphering the structure and energetics of some of the more 
complex elements of biologically important DNA structure, 
such as the single-stranded (ss) DNA--<lsDNA forks and 
junctions that are essentia l intermediates in the pathways 
by whkh proteins that control genome expression find and 
interact with their target sites, but in which cooperative in
teractions and hydrogen bonds between strands are not sig
nificant ly present. 

Base and base-pair interaction free energies have typically 
been estimated from thermal denaturation studies of DNA 
oligonucleotides (16, 17), which showed that a mong the con
tributions to the overall interaction free energies of these 
systems, the free energy of hydrogen bonding between com
plementary bases and the energetics of configurational and 
solvent entropy provide only small contributions to the sta
bility of the base paired structures (14). Furthermore, base
base stacking, which is the main (enthalpic) contributor to 
the stability of dinucleotide conformations, appears also to 
be the dominant component of the overall stability of more 
complex DNA structures ( 10, 18, 19). 

Early studies of dApdA by Schellman et al. (8, 10, 12-
14, I 8) suggested that the CD spectrum of this dinucleotide 
in aqueous salt solutions could be represented as the 
weighted sum of two conformations, one 'stacked' and 
the other ' unstacked', with the stacked form likely resem
bling (in tenns of base-base overlap and helical pitch) the 
Watson-Crick B-form characteristic of duplex DNA. Fur
thermore, these workers showed that the changes induced 
in the CD spectrum of this dinucleotide by increasing con
centrations of monovalent salt (NaCl) could be attributed 
to shifts in the relative populations of these same two con
fonnations. 

However, these interpretations clearly represented over
simplifications of the actual sit uation, sinoe we now know 
that the CD spectrum of a given molecule of this sort must 
comprise a sum over myriad microstate configurations that 
exist simultaneously in solution at equilibrium. As a con
sequence of this complex situation, CO spectra cannot be 
'inverted' to determine the conformations that contribute 
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uniquely to the overall spectrum. We here address this prob
lem by means of extensive Molecular Dynamics (MD) sim
ulations and a Markov State Model (MSM) analysis (2~ 
22), thus providing information on the major conforma
tions that participate in the stacking-unstacking equilibria 
of dApdA, and whose excitonic transitions contribute to the 
overall CD spectrum. 

To this end, we performed a set of 2 µ s MD simulations 
of the dApdA dinucleotide in aqueous solvent at increas
ing monovalent salt concentrations, using the same condi
tions employed for the initial spectroscopic meas·urements 
on dApdA dinucleotide ( 15). From our MD trajectories, 
each consisting of ~ I 07 microstate configurations, we cal
culated the CD spectrum by averaging together the cont ri
butions from each M 0-generated conformation using the 
standard method ( 11 ,12,23,24) together with an extended 
dipole model (EDM) (24). The initial predictions generated 
by this method are in good general agreement with experi
mental spectra previously measured by others. 

We next carried out an MSM analysis of our MD tra
jectories and identified five kinetically stable regions in the 
free energy landscape, which we refer to as 'macrostates.' 
Each macrostate contains a 'family' of conformationally
related microstates, which rapidly interconvert. Transitions 
between macrostates are kinetically uncoupled, because 
they are separated by high energy barriers and thus follow 
Markovian statistics (20). The ensemble of macrostates pro
vides a structural basis that can be used to interpret the 
experimental spectroscopic measurements. By combining 
MSM analyses with transition path sampling (25-29) we in
vestigated the kinetic pathways for base unstacking, thus 
revealing the roles that base 'flipping' appears to play in 
breathing fluctuations at the dinucleotide level. In addition, 
we were able to identify one average configuration for each 
macrostate that served, with sufficient accuracy, to repre
sent the averaged properties of the macrostate. This simpli
fied, five-configuration model retains the important features 
of the CD spectrum calculated using the full MD statistics 
and provides a useful minimalistic ensemble for the calcu
lation of CO and potentially also other optical spectra ob
tained using more sophisticated experimental techniques. 

Of the five macrostates, three are statistically the most 
populated, with the CD spectrum being largely determined 
as the sum of contributions from only two configurational 
states, consistent with early experimental observations (10). 
While the original studies interpreted those spectra in terms 
of a single stacked and a single unstacked configuration 
of dApdA, our a nalysis shows that, of the two conforma
tional states that cont ribute significant ly to the features of 
the CD spectra, the most populated corresponds to an en
semble of hybrid dinucleotide conformations that include 
one base that has flipped into a syn conformation, which 
in dsDNA results in Hoog,steen base-pairing (3~37), while 
the relatively less populated state corresponds to an en
semble in which both bases of the dinucleotide remain in 
the canonical 0111/ conformation, compatible with right
handed B form (Watson-Crick) base-pairing in dsDNA. 
The third highly populated dApdA conformation, which is 
partially unstacked and contains onesy11 base,does not con
tribute significantly to the CD signal. However, these results 
do indicate that conformations compatible with the Hoog-
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sten structure could well play an important role in some 
types of breathing fluctuations-at least at the dinucleotide 
level-thus confirming its possible relevance to biologically 
iniportant breathing fluctuations in larger DNA molecules 
as well (30-37). 

Our studies of the orientations and dist ributions of coun
terions in aqueous solutions of dApdA have revealed an 
abrupt structural transition in the positioning and distribu
tion of these ions around the dinucleotide at a NaCl con
centration slightly above I M, indicating that counterion 
concentrations a re also involved in controlling breathing 
fluctuations at the dinucleotide level ( 19,38), and thus likely 
to play a role in the 'breathing' of larger DNA molecules 
as well. We show that the above abrupt salt-ooncentration
dependent transition is correlated with a shift in the equi
libria between the three most populated macrostates of the 
dApdA dinucleotide, and is consistent with early thermal 
studies of DNA stability at increasing monovalent salt con
centration (39-41 ). We have shown that this transition is not 
seen in MD simulations of the isolated phosphate anion in 
ionic solutions, suggesting that this salt-dependent transi
tion depends also on other (uncharged) components of the 
dinucleotide structure. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Molecular dynamics (MD) s imulations 

MD simulations of the dApdA dinucleotide monophos
phate molecule in aqueous solution were perfo rmed at in
creasing salt concentrations ([NaCl] = 0. 1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.05, 1.2 
a nd 1.5 M)in the NPTensembleusing theGROMACS soft
ware program (42). The length of the simulation box was a l
lowed to fluctuate, so that the average distance between the 
box boundary and the dApdA molecule was ~20 A. The ini
tial configuration for the dApdA di nucleotide was selected 
as the 8-form conformation, for which we obtained atomic 
coordinates from the ambertools software package (http: 
//casegroup.rutgers.edu/). Simulations were performed with 
the Amber03 force-field ( 43) and the TfP3P water model 
( 44) to model the dApdA molecule and the water compo
nent of the solvent , respectively. While these models were 
not spe<,'ifically parameterized to achieve accurate CD cal
culations of the dApdA dinucleotide, they have been used 
suC<.-essfully for nucleic acid systems in the past a nd rep
resent present state-of-the-art for simulations of DNA in 
solution. A sufficient number of sodium and chloride ions 
were included to achieve the target salt concentration. The 
energy of the solvated structure was minimized using the 
Steepest Descent a lgorithm for 500 steps. The system was 
then heated to 300 K and equilibrated in the isothermal
isobaric (NPT) ensemble using a time step of 2 fs over a 
period between 50 a nd 100 ns. 

Production runs at each salt concent ration were per
formed for a total duration of 2 µ.sin the NPT ensemble in 
order to ensure sufficient sampling o f the conformational 
landscape. These simulations used the stochastic velocity
rescaling the rmostat ( 45) with a time constant of0.2 ps, and 
the ParrineUo-Rahman barostat (using an isotropic pres
sure coupling time constant of 1.0 ps). We implemented 
the Leap-Frog algorithm to integrate Newton's equations of 

Fig~ t. A sample configuration frame tal:tn from an MO simulation run 
of dApdA dinuc.lootide monophos-phate in TlP3P water wit.h (Na.OJ= 0. 1 
M. Sodium ioni are. shown .u yellow Spheres, and chloride ions as green 
spheres. The atoms of the dApdA and w-ater arc colored aocording to CPK 
ruJes, except for carbon, which is oolored ljght blue. 

motion using the L!NCS constraints fourth order in the ex
pansion of the constraint coupling matrix, which included 
one iteration to correct for rotational lengthening (46). We 
set the time step to 2 fs, and truncated the !-,enna rd-Jones in
teractions using a cutoff distance of 10.0 A. We additionally 
used a particle mesh Ewald sum to handle long-range elec
trostatic interactions with a real space cutoff of 10.0 A and 
a grid spacing of 1.0 A. The Verlet neighbor list a lgorithm 
was applied with a frequency of 10 MD steps to enhance 
the computational speed. Trajectory frames were stored ev
ery 0.2 ps. ln Figure I, we show a sample frame from one 
of our MD trajectories. At each salt concentration we in
cluded ~IO million such frames in our CD calculations for 
the dApdA system. 

Theoretical mo<Ming of circular dichroism (CD) 

The CD spectra for the dApdA dinucleotide monophos
phate were calculated from the molecular coordinates of 
each simulation frame by summing over the contributions 
from each individual k electronic transition, according to ·-66 (v) = L t.e(vk). For each of the k electronic transi-

-"=' 
tions, we approximate the CD spectral line shape as a Gaus-
sian function 6e (vk) = t.eke.xp{- ((vk - vk)2 /20-}]1, where 
"* is the Gaussian standard deviation, vk ( = Ek/ h) is the 
mean transition frequency and 6 h = Ri,vk/ A$ "* is 
the magnit ude. A is a numerical constant (for more details 
see Section I of the Supplementary Information (SJ)). For 
a given t ransition k , the rotational strength, Ri,, depends 
on the relative orientation of the monomer electric dipole 



transition moments, and is calculated from the diagonaliza
tion of the Hamiltonian that models the delocalized elec
tronic states of the dApdA dinucleotide as a function of 
base stacking conformation. The Ha miltonian was formal
ized using the extended-dipole model (EDM). The parame
ters adopted in the EO M model are discussed in Section n 
of the SI. Specifically, Supplementary F igure SI reports the 
angle that defines the direction of the electric dipole transi
tion moment (EDTM) used in the CD calculations, while 
Supplementary Table SJ reports the experimental values 
for the magnitudes and the molecular frame orientations of 
the EDTMs used in our calculations. Supplementary F igure 
S2A shows the favorable comparison between the CO spec
tra calculated using the point dipole approximation (PDA) 
versus the extended dipole model (EDM) for the Watson
Crick B-form conformation. lo Supplementary Figure S2B, 
we show a comparison between the CD spectra calculated 
using spectroscopic parameters for the Adenine monomer 
obtained from different experimental studies. For all of o ur 
CD calculations, we made use of the experimental parame
ters obtained by Williams et al. (7), which we list in Supple,. 
mentary Table S2. 

Markov state model analysis 

The MO trajectories were analyzed using the Markov state 
model (MSM) PyEMMA software program (47). Briefly, 
we used the k-means++ a lgorithm (48,49) to construct a 
kineticaUy-relevant, balanoed clustering of the trajectories 
(using the Euclidean criterion) by partitioning the l07 con
formations into I 00 initial microstates. A transition rate 
matrix was constructed for these microstates and then di
agonalized into eigenvalues and eigenvectors. From the 
eigen-spectra of the transition probability matrix, we con
structed five macrostates by implementing a minimum error 
propagation version of the Perron-cluster cluster analysis 
(PCCA + ). We justified our choice for these five macrostates 
by considering the related conformational landscape and 
the implied interconversion time scales (see Section VI of 
the SI for further details). Rapidly interconverting molec,. 
ular conformations were assigned to the same macrostate, 
while slowly interconverting conformations, which are sep
arated by large barriers, occur between c-011formations that 
lie within different macrostates. By identifying and sepa
rating slowly interconverting conformations from rapidly 
interconverting ones, the MSM ensures that the slow pro
cesses obey Markovian statistics. To sample slow transi
tions, we adopted a Jag-time of 500 ps, and confirmed that 
under these conditions Markovian behavior was satisfied 
by checking that the Chapman-Kolmogorov condition ap
plies (50-52) (see Supplementary Figure S5 of the SI). We 
then calculated the CD spectrum for the configurations of 
dApdA that are contained in each macrostate. 

RESULTS 

Structural p,trameters of dinud<>otides 

As pointed out above, it has long been known that un
der physiological salt conditions the adjacent bases of each 
strand of duplex DNA in aqueous solution adopt helical 
conformations close to the Watson-Crick B-form, with a n 
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Figure 2. Structural coordinates for the d.ApdA dinucleiotide monopho.s
phate used in thit work. (A) An atomic sea.It -Structure i$ shown with inter
base roll angJeS: hand /Jf/. (B) Virtual atoms arc shown with blue an~ red 
.,,,,heres p0sitioned within the planes of the 5' and 3' base~ rtSpeC1.1vcly, 
with inter-base separ&tion R, tilt anglcsa3, and a5,, and dihedral twist ti> 
(siee SI for further detajJs). 

average inter-base separation R ~ 3.5 A a nd a relative twist 
angle¢~ 36° (see Figure 2 for parameter definitions). Spec
troscopic studies of small oligonuclootides in solution have 
examined the various contrib utions to base stacking stabil
ity in duplex and ssDNA-i.e. the effects of hydrophobic 
b-Onding, backbone interactions, inter-base hydrogen bond
ing a nd cooperativity (8, I 8). 

Free energy landsupes as a function of structoml parameters 
and varying salt concentration 

Prior studies of the dApdA dinucleotide monophosphate 
used CD spectroscopy to investigate changes in base con
formation as a function of salt conoentration, in order to 
elucidate the roles of the solvent ions in controlling dinu
cleotide conformation (8.18). These studies concluded that 
the predominant conformation for these truncated ssONA 
molecules at physiological salt conditions is a stacked form 
close to the right-banded Watson-Crick 8 -form conforma
tion, and that increasing the salt conoent ration appeared to 
destabilize this B-form conformation. As we discuss further 
below, the results of our analyses suggest that the dApdA 
system is, in fact, more accurately described as an equilib
rium distribution of primarily three distinct stacked confor
mations, 

We performed MD simulations of dApdA in aqueous so
lution at increasing salt concentrations with (NaCl) = 0.1 , 
0.5, 1.0, 1.05, 1.2 and 1.5 M, as described in the Materi
als and Methods (MM) section (see Figure I for a snap
shot of a sample configuration). For each 2 µ.s simulation 
run, we constructed a histogram representing the probabil
ity P( R, ¢) of finding a configuration at a given value of 
the structural parameters R and ,J> and the related free en
ergy values, G(R,¢) = -kaT In P(R, ¢)(seealsoSupple
mentary Figure S4, which reports the parameters adopted 
to calculate the FES and perform the MSM analysis, and 
related discussion in the SI). An example of such a free en
ergy contour diagram plot is shown in Figure 3A. To en
sure that the FES represents the system at equilibrium, we 
show, in Supplementary Figure S8 of the St, the time a u
tocorrelation function of the fluctuations in inter-base sep
aration. Because the function is found to decay in ~ IO ns, 
which compares well with the 2 µ,s of simulation time, the 
system can be considered to be in equilibrium. 

Two additional sets of orientational coordinates per 
base-the base tilt angles, a :v and ay, and the roll angles, 
fh, and /J;,-are needed to fully specify the dinucleotidecon-
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abrupt change in Lhe ~l.---to-peak amplitude of the difference CD s.pcctra. s.l:town in the mstt. 

formation. How.ever, our results indicate that the positions 
of the local mini.ma in the FES depend largely 011 the inter~ 
base separation R and the dihedral twist angle 4, and are 
less sensitive to changes in the tilt and roJI angles. While 
all of the above structural parameters are specified in our 
ca culatiorni of the CD spectra and of structuraJ and dy
namical distribution fuuctionS:, the isuaJ 1epresentatio11 of 
the Free Energy Surface {FE-S) is conven.ientJy reported as 
a function of Rand ef;. The FES Cr( R, ¢) of the dApdA din~ 
ucleotide shown in Figure 3A applies to [Na.CJ]= 0.1 Mi 
whkh is close to the monovalent salt concentration under 
physiological conditions. sing the same procedure., we also 
determined. G'( R,. 1>) at increasing salt ooncentraHons (11u.r-

faces not shown). To test the validity of the FE-Ss shown in 
Figure 3A, we used the molet..'Ular configurations obtained 
from our 2 µ.s MD trajectories to calculate the CD spectra 
for dApdA. The resuUs, ail a functfon of salt concentration 
and 11sing the procedures described in the MM and the SI 
sections1 are shown in Figu.re 3B. 

For the lowest salt concentration, [NaC]] = 0.] M, we 
compared our calculations to the exper:imeDta] CD spec
trum ofthe dApd:A dinucJeotide obtained under these sa:me 
condiHons (see Figure 313) (15). We obtained good agree.
ment between the experimental and cakulated CD in the 
long wavelength region of the 1lpecl:rum (240-300 nm . In 
principle one oould ac.hie e a quantitative agreement ith 



the experimenta l spectrum by optimizing some parameters 
in the calculation of t he theoretical spectra, and thus obtain 
a better fit of the theoretical predictions to the experimental 
spectra. However, given the number of possible adjustable 
parameters, such a procedure would not provide any new 
information. We prefer, instead, to independently set the 
parameters in our calculations and then to discuss their 
predictions. We note t hat the agreement is less favorable 
in the short wavelength region (200-240 nm) of the spec
trum, where the peak features are slightly blue-shifted and 
exhibit smaller amplitudes than the experiment. This latter 
disagreement is not surprising, given that the CD spectra 
at shorter wavelengths are strongly perturbed by the high 
density of nearly degenerate electronic states, which makes 
the theoretical methods we employ in our calculations less 
accurate in this wavelength range. 

In general, we find that the positions of the local minima 
within the free energy surfaoes do not change with salt con
oentration, while their relative stabilities and equilibri um 
distributions do depend on this variable. The FES in Fig
ure 3A shows that the d'ApdA dinucleotide exists primarily 
as a mixture of the two chiral conformations with opposite 
handedness (q, = 40° a nd -80") a nd nearly stacked inter
base separation R = 3.8 A, together with an achiral confor
mation that shows no stacking of the bases (~ = 0°) and a 
significant ly larger inter-base separation R = 4.7 A. Henoe
forth, we will designate as 'chiral' a conformation that ex
hibits chiral stacking of the bases, and as 'achiral' confor
mations with no stacking of the bases, even though some 
components of the molecule, like the sugar, do of course re
tain their 'chemical chirality.' 

To study the effects of increasing salt conoentration on 
the population of the chiral a nd achiral conformational 
states, we report in Figure 3C the local probabilities cal
culated as the sum of the states contained within the ar
eas of the FES defined by the red and white squares (panj!I 
A), respectively, for the chiral state with coordinates (3.8 A, 
40") and for the achiral state with coordinates (4.7 A, O") 
as a function of the salt conoentration. We note that as the 
salt concentration is increased to (NaCl] = 0.5 M, the 19-
cal probability of the chiral state with coordinates (3.8 A, 
40") increases, while the weight of the achiral state slightly 
decreases. A further increase of the salt conoentration to 
(NaCl] ~ I M begins to destabilize both of the stacked con
formations in favor of the unstacked one,.with the weight 
of the achiral state with coordinates (4. 7 A, 0°) increasing 
strongly. We observe a similar dependenoe on the salt con
oentration for the CD spectrum, which depends on the dis
tribution of stacked bases. In F igure 30 , we plot the differ
enoe CD spectrum for incremental changes of the salt con
oentration. For incremental increases of the salt conoentra
tion below (NaCl]= IM (0.1 ➔ 0.5 M , 0.5 ➔ 1.0 M), the 
differenoe CD spectrum shows little variation. However, for 
the incremental increase of 1.0 ➔ 1.5 M, the dilferenoe CD 
spectrum undergoes a pronounoed change. This change is 
also reflected by the value of the peak-to-peak a mplitude of 
the differenoe CD spectrum (i.e. the dilferenoe between the 
positive peak value at 245 nm and the negative peak value 
at 270 nm), which is shown in the inset of F igure 30. Note 
t hat these findings a re in agreement with the salt-dependent 
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changes in the CD a mplitude of this dinucleotide reported 
in the work of Johnson a nd Schleich ( 18). 

The above findings are in qualitative agreement with ex
periments involving the thermal melting of duplex DNA 
structures in NaCl, where increases in the conoentration 
of monovalent ions tend to first stabilize the stacked con
formation, resulting in an increase in the melting tempera
ture. Then, at higher salt conoent ration (around (NaCl] = 
I M) this trend reverses, and the further addition of coun
terions slightly decreases the stability of the dsDNA con
formation (39-41). For duplex DNA, this behavior is gen
erally explained by assuming that an increase in salt con
oent ration facilitates the screening of the negative charges 
situated on the phosphates in the DNA backbone, render
ing the backbone more stable. However, at monovalent salt 
conoentrations around I M, the conoentration of ions in so
lutions becomes equivalent to the conoentration of counte
rions closely bound to the phosphate backbone under ion 
condensation conditions. As a consequenoe, additional in
creases in salt conoent ration cannot further stabilize the 
double helix and other mechanisms (presumably 'Hofmeis
ter effects' (19,53- 56) come into play. Mechanisms involv
ing t he stabilization of long d uplex DNA molecules by 
screening the replllsion between backbone phosphates can
not apply to dApd'A, sinoe only one phosphate is present. 
However, the counterions can alter the relative stabilities 
of the various conformations available to the dApdA din
ucleotide by effectively neutralizing the negative charge of 
the single phosphate. 

D istributions of ions nnd water molecules ,uound dinu
cleotides 

To examine the roles of salt conoentration on the observed 
structural transition we used the results of our MD sim
ulations to calculate the dist ributions of the ions a nd wa
ter molecules of the solvent environment in the immedi
ate vicinity of dApdA. This study provides physical insights 
into the origins of the changes in equilibrium base stack
ing conformations of this dinucleotide with increasing salt 
concentration ( 1-4, 15). 

The radial dist ribution function (RDF) of species J 
around species i is defined: 

g () 
(P1(r)) 

1-J ' =-w (1) 

Figure 4A and 8 shows the RDFs of the d'Apd'A sys
tem at the lowe,,'t and highest salt conoentrations we exam
ined; i.e. (NaCl] = 0. 1 a nd 1.5 M , respectively. The position
dependent oscillations of the RDFs reflect the local solva
tion shells of the water hydrogen atoms and of the ionic 
species relative to the oent ral phosphate. At salt conoentra
tions close to physiological conditions, ([NaCl] = 0.1 M, 
Figure 4A), t he phosphate is coordinated with concentric 
ion shells, with the water hydrogen atoms forming intersti
tial layers between the shells. The RDF for water hydrogen 
atoms appears to be independent 9f salt conoentration, with 
its first peak oentered at , = 2.8 A and its second peak at r 
= 4.2 A. The RDFs for sodium and chloride ions, on the 
other hand, oscillate at half the spatial frequency of that of 
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w0ier and tb.e P atom of the 1mionic phosphate of the dApdA dinut:leotide 
at sa!t oonccntra.tions (lNaCIJ) of (A) 0.1 M and (D} 15 M. RDFs for 
(C) rod'.i11m ions ,:;.nrl (D) chloride ions Ollll:r the r0Jil.ge o f salt concentra
tion~ [NaCl] - O. l , 0 . S, LO, I.OS, L2 mid I.S M . RD ~ for , .od,u:m (E) 
and chloride (II) ions obtained Frum MD simul.aticms o f (he phaspfuite li.n
ian H2P04 - li.t the Sillll renrentrutiom ( aO = 0. 1 (block), 0.5 (red), 1.0 
(blue), 15 M (liJ$t blue). Unlike the RD plab for dApdA, tlbe RDFs 
of rh.P0.4- i'n ;,q 11eo LIS solutions do not show th" sharp ch,:;.nge in the ion 
shell stru.ct11re at (NaOJ ~ 1.0 M see a lso text . 

the water hydrogen atoms. The RDF for sodium ions has 
iit:s fir,st pe-.ak at r = 3 .6 A, hkh coincides with a trough 
for the water hydrogen atoms at this dist.an~. Similarly a 
trough for sodium ions occurn at r = 4. 2 A, Which coin
cides with the second hydra.Hon shell for the water hydro
gen atoms. The first ion shell for cWor:ide ions occms at r 
= 5 .8 A, which is the same position as the second ion shell 
for sodium ions. In general, the hth ch]oride ion shell occurs 
at approximately the same position a11 the (h + ] )th soclium 
ion sbel1, indicating that these ion she11s have mixed com~ 
posiHons. A:s shown in Figure 4B, the rdatively wel]-defined 
boundaries between suooessive ion sheUs seen at the lo . est 
saJt ,concentrations become cliffuse at the highest salt con~ 
centration tested ([NaCl] = 1.5 M). 

Our observation of a wel !~ordered structure of successive 
ion s.hel ls at low salt ,concentration is largely consistent with 
simp]e models. of oountenon condensation, hfch is an im~ 
portant contributing factor to the stability oFlarger nucleic 
add molecuJes ( 57 ,58). Figure 4C and D shows, respectively, 
the RDFs of sodium aJld ch1or:ide ions, each a11 a runction 
of salt concentration. For both ions, the RDFs appear to 
change little over salt conceJltrations between [Na CI]= 0.1-
L O M, yet exhibit an abrupt I oss of ion shell structure at salt 
concentrations slightly greater than l. 0 M . 

To iJlum.inate the role s) of tbe adenine bases in this situ~ 
ation, we performed a set of 400 ns simulations of H2P04 
at increasing monoval.ent salt concentration {I a Cl] = 0.1. 
0. 5 1.0 and 1 . 5 M). and studied the ion distribut ions around 
a singlyBcha.rged phosphate ion, H2P04 . in aqueous solu
tion (see Fi~e4E .and F). In H2P04 we observed an alterB 
nating structure of posru e and negat · ve ion sbe.lJs oonsisr 
tent with simpJe mode]s of cou11terio11 oondem;atiou. Howr 
ever, we found no signature of the abrupt disruption of the 
ion shell structure at salt couoentrations greater than 1.0 M 
that was observed ith the dA.pdA dinucleotide. 

We uext turned ottr atlenHon to a closer examination of 
the sol vent orientation around d:ApdA. As mentioned pre-

ionsJy. the stl cture of tbe water, hich is reported as the 
position-dependent RDF of the water hydrogen atoms :rel
ative to P, CP- H r ). does not change significantly with salt 
concentration ( see Figure 4A and B). More detailed behav~ 
ior is observed in the position-dependent orientationa] dis~ 
tribution function (ODF) of the water dipole moment a:S 
a Function or its sepru-atiou from the central P atom. The 
ODF is defined as the ave:ragecosi11e, {cos 0(r)). of the angle 
a that subtends the permanent dipole m.ometlt of the water 
molecuJe, µ.H,o, and the vector connect· ng the P atom to the 

ater O atom, POH,o, as shown in Figure 5A. 
Figure 513 shows th e ODFs of water relative to the cen~ 

tral phosphate of dApdA as a function of sah concentra~ 
tion. It also shows the RDF of the water hydrogen atoms. 
The position dependence orthe ODFs shown in Figure 5B 
exhibits damped oscillations that vary across successive hy~ 
d.ratkm: layers for al] salt onocotratioDs, similar to the be,.. 
hav:ior observed For the ion shell structures sh own in Figm 
ure 4. The ODFs. show a sharply pronounced feature cen
tered at r = 2.8 A which is coinc:ident with the first peak 
or tb.e RDE The shapes of the uudedying di11tribuHons of 
the angle a with:in a narrow range of dis.tances r ensures 
that (cos 0) ~ cos (0 ~ orange po:ints in Figure 5B . The dis~ 
tributions of the angle 0 for a given hydration shell, ith 
each distribution corresponding to one orange point n1 Fig~ 
ure 51J are reported in .Supplementary Figure S7 of tb.e SI . 
Thus. the narrow feature at r = 2.8 A has an approximate 
peak vaJne of oos{B) = - 0 .8, which indicares that the war 
ter H atoms within this first hydration shell are highly ori~ 
ented with dipole mome11t µH,o directed toward the cen
tral P. Furthermore, the presence of the broadened shoulm 
der centered near the second hydration layer (at r = 4.2 A), 

ith peak value approximate y cos(0 ~ = -0.6, ind.i.cate:s the 
preferential orientation of the 0 -H bond vectors of water 
molecu]es withm the second hydration sheU toward the oxy
gens of ater molecules within the Jirst hydration shell. We 
thus see that hydrogen bonding interactions bet eeu wa -
ter mo]ecuJes or the first and second hydration shells are 
stronger than the CouJomb inte'raction between the nega
tively charged phosphate and the ater dipoJe moments of 
the second hydration shell. We further note that the distri
bution of angles 0 over a given rauge of d:istances r broadens 
nonuniformly as the distance from the centra] P increases. 
indicating the presence of hydrogen bonding between suc
cessi · e hydration laye:rs and the ensuing loss of orienta~ 
tionaJ correlation between the water dipoles and the cen~ 
tral P. At the separation r = 5 A, the values of the ODFs 
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are approximately zero, indicating the absence of or:ienta • 
tiona] alignment. A recurrence of partial orientational or
der occurs at sepa:ration r = 6 A, which appea:rs to coincide 
approximately with the position of the first fon sheH of the 
c1- fons. 

We note that the ODF exhibits a wea , but c ear, depen~ 
de.nee on the salt concentration. For the case of [NaCl]= 
0.] M, the sharp feature at r = 2.8 A indicates a pro11oun~ed 
orientation, which bec-omes slightly less ordered for [ aCI] 
= 0.5 M. At the hlgher salt concentrations of [NaCl] = 
1.0 aud 1.5 M, the orientation of the water dipole moments 
become slightly more -0mered. The changes in the ODF of 
the water molecules as a fnnctfon of increasing ion ooocen
tration are sma]I. Rather, the leading factor in determin
ing the stabilities of the conforma.tions of the dinucleotide 
structure in solution appears to invol ·e the d1stnbution of 
monova1ent ions, and the modification of this distribution 
with increasing ion concentrations , see Figure 4A-D). Wa~ 
ter, howe~ er: does appear to pJay a role through its orieotaR 
t:ion, which is both distance aDd weak]y salt-concentration-
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dependent. Interestingly thls study also ghows that the sta
bil iz.atioa of dA pdA stacking by inCsTeasing counterion oon
centratfons, and tb.e observed sharp transition of the ion 
structure around 1 M are dependent on the presence of the 
bases of the dA pdA dim1cleotide, and do not occur when 
the ionized phosphate mol.ecule is present aJone (Figure 4E 
- F . The consistenc of the observed trend with the effects 
of increasing salt concentration on the ,experimental meh• 
ing curves of D · A suggests that this ion~related bas.e stack~ 
ing mechanism of D A stabilizaHon is already present and 
operational even at the level of the jsolated dinudeotide. 

Marko\' state model analy i of th.e free energy :1. mlscape 
of tile, dApdA dj1mdeotid and comparison witll CD pectral 
a11aly is 

The theoreticaJ representation of the CD spectrum for a 
flexible moleeule in solution is the sum:madon of contribu
tions from the myriad microscopic conformational. states 
,(i.e. microstates) that exist at equilibrium. Intuitively, we 
expect the dApdA dinucleotide to fluctuate between vari
ous •open' and "dosed' base conformations, which .in rum 
are stabiUzed (or destab:i]ized) by the surrounding hydra~ 
tio11 and ion shelJs:.. We first determined the CD spectmm b 
summing over equaJ]y weighted contributions from the ]0 
million microstates that are sampled from each of our MD 
simulations • see Figure 3B). Although the above 'brute
foroe' approach is straightforward, it suffers fmm two s1g~ 
uificant limitations: 1 it provides little insight into the in
terpretation of CD in terms of specific molecular confor
mations and (H) it becomes computaHooally inefficient if 
one adopts more sopbisti.cated quantum chemical mode1s 
to cakulate the CD spectrum beyond the extended dipole 
mode] used here, because one would need to perform ad~ 
vanced calculations for each of the 10 million microstates. 
In reality, only a relativel srnaU subset of the total num
ber of possibJe conformational states :is expected to con
tr:ibure significantly to the measured CD spectrum. The spe
cific states that dominate the CD a:re the stacked and chiral 
oonformatioa:s of the dinudeotide. for hich both the elec,. 
troni coupling between monome:r electric dipole trans.itioa 
moments or EDTMs) and the rotational strengths result
ing from these couplings a:re s1gnificant ( see S1). Conforma~ 
tional state.'! tbat a:re unstacked. in addition to those that are 
!.'tacked and essentiaUy a.chiral. contribute much less to the 
CD Sl)CCtmm. 

To determine the dApdA configurations that are most re]
evant for the interpretation of th.e CO spectra we ucSed a 
Miirkov state mode] MSM) analys1s (20-22 to subdivide 
the 10 million microstates obta:iaed from our MD simula
tions into a relatively srnaJJ number (five) of "macrostates' 
ea.ch of which is associated with a distinctive region of the 
free energy landscape (see Figure 6A). Each macrostate rep
resents a collection of conformationa]ly related st.'ttes, or 
'mic:rostates, which rapidly interconvert during the simu
lation. while sJow transitions between macrostates require 
crossing large energy barriers. Staniug from the MSM ana]7 

;,sis, we calculated the CD spectnm1 as the sum of those1 

unequally weighted macrostates.. 
Thus,, the kinetic processes that occu:r in the simufaHous 

are pani.Ho11ed between those that ooour faster than the ' lag 
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time' (in this study 1: = 500 ps) and those that occur more 
slo · ly than th.is time scale. Transitions between conforma
tions with.in a given macrostate occur frequently and are 
non~Ma.rkovian, while trnnsftions between cooform.ations 
bel.onging to different macrostates occur less frequently and 
are Markovian. The ' lag Hme' is defined as the time that 
fulfills the abo\'e.s1ated condition of Markovfan transit ions 
between conformations beJonging to different macrostates 
(for detaUs 11ee Sl and, ju particular, SuppJeme11tacy Figure 
S5, which tests the Chapman-Kolmogom condition, thus 
ensl:lring the Markovian nature of our partitioning of the 
FES into five states. Supplementary Table S3 shows that the 

MSM analysis is insensitive to the choice of the number of 
microstates). 

To f11rther reduce the computational requiren1-ents for the 
cal.cuJation of the CD spectmm, we .idet1tified one averaged 
structure, together with Its relative weight,. for each of the 
five k!ey ma.crostates that are releva,nt to the CD observB 
ab]e. We found that t.he total CD spedntm can be aocu
ra.My represented by the weighted sum of the contributions 
from these fi¥e averaged structnres ( see Supplemenmry Fig
ure S6A-F in the SI). whicli could be used for modeling of 
the CD spectntm 11sjng more advanced quantum chemical 
models. 

In Figure 6A we show the free energy landscape for the 
dApdA dinucteotide monophospbate in 0.1 M salt (NaCl). 
aud its subdivision into fi.ve macrostates (indicated by dark 
blue contour lines and labeled S ]-S5), which we estab~ 
lished using our M SM analysis approach. Each of the 
five rn.acrostates exhibits qualitatively different beha ior in 
terms of the relative stabilities of the dinucleotide conforB 
matiot1. The S l mac root.ate incl 1.1.des 264,608 mtcrostate COJla 

figurations 2.6% of the total ]O million) and is dominated 
by a relative! shaJlo · free energy basin with a n;;i_rrow range 
of values for the inter-base separation R < 6 A and relar 
tive twist angle: moll < qi < 180°. The S2 mac'l'OState, on 
the 0th.er hand, describes a relatively broad and featureless 
region ,of the free energy landscape, which encompasses a 
wide range of 'opeD' and. •unstacked' a lues for the inter
base separation ( R > l O A) and unrestricted twist angle: -
1 80" < ,¢ < ] &O". Like the S 1 macrnnate. the S2 macrostate 
represents a minority of the total population, with just 276 
786 m.icrostates (2.8% of the total 10 miUion). 

The majority of the total conformation population is 
contained m the combined S3, S4 and S5 uiacrostates, with 
the number ofmicrostates in S3: 895 636 (9.0%)· in S4: 3 729 
206 (37.3%); and in S5: 4 833 758 (48.3%. Moreover, the 
83 ll!acrostate contains the free energy minimum with R = 
3.8 A and if>= 40°. the S4 macrostate oontajns a minimum 
with R = 3.8 A. and(/, = -80''. and the S5 macrostate con~ 
tains a mit1imu.m wtth R = 4.7 A and tfo- =fr' . We tints .iden~ 
tify the S3 ma.L~stale with an ern~emble of gtaclced rightm 
handed chiral oonfomtations that include the dhtt form· the 
S4 macrostate with an ensemb]e of stacked leftwhanded chi~ 
ral conformations, including the precursor of the Hoog~ 
steen structure; and the .S5 macrostate with one slightly less 
stacked and more achiral confonnation, hich also includes 
a syh structure (30-3 7). The borders between macrosh1tes 
s.how a 'fine strm,'1:ure' that represents the maximum of the 
energy at the top of the free energy barriers where the smtes 
are es~ frequently sampJed b the simu]ation. Thus, the high 
energy regions in the free energy map may display rough~ 
ness, which cau be 1imoothed to avoid ovemtt.ing 59,:60). 
However, this step is not needed in our study because the 
results of our analysis depend largely on the minima of the 
free energy maps, which are statistically wdl sampled. 

To oonfum the preset1ce ofHoogsteen-like st ructures in 
the S4 and S5 region~ we present-in Figure 6B and C--a 
study of the roJI angles {19 at1d /J3, , for the g and 3' ba:se, 
respectively. n is known, for structures oomtainit1g a Hoog
steen conformation, that one of the two bases in the dApdA 
dinudeotide 1s 'flipped' relativ,e to the ' standard' conforw 
mation characteristic of the Watson-Crick geometry. Fig-
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dinlJ.Cloo,tide by Markov stale mod.el (MSM} imalysis of MD simulation 
data for [NaCl] = 0.1 M. The total CD 'pect.Um is Cidclll11.ted from 
10 million MD frames. (or microstates}, and the component spectra for 
macrustates (A) Sl , {D) S2, (C) SJ, (D) S4 and (E) S5 ronuitute 2.6, 2.8 
9.0, J?.J 11nd48.3%of the total CD q,,ectrt1m, ~vely. Theoo:mp0nent 
CDspec:trafocreachma.cro:!:late 0.res'b.own i:n blue, and ihenumber-fi"ac:tion 
\\'ei~hled contribu.tions are shown in red. (F) he wm of number-fr,11ction 
v."eighled mac:rostate oonlributiOmi to the tot lll CD is shown in SJ:a:Y- Also 
shown septtr0.lely 11re the DIDnbeJ--weighted oo:nLributi:ornl of mac:msti!tes 
S3, S4 0.nd SS (green, bhle and red, respectiv~J ). Jn all panels, the e!iperi
mental CD spectrum (fiom , 12)) •~ shown BS: dashed black C\tr\!es. 

ure 6B sho · s that in the S3 mac:rostate the m.ost stable 
structures have a positive roH angle /J<y for the 51 base 
(green). Hgu.re 6C sho s, instead. that hil.e the roH angle 
for the 3' base is still posith.re in the microstate S3, the same 
3' base is fHpped in microstates S4 and 85 (purple). con
firming the presence of a :."yh Hoogsteen-like conformation 
in macrostat,eg S4 and S5, and the ahti Wats,m-Crick-Uke 
fom1 in macrostate S:3. 

In Figure 7 A- E we compare the experimental CD spec,. 
trum (dashed b]ack curve) to ou:r CD calculations oorr 
responding to ei!ch of the five macrootates (b]ue curves), 

hich are based on summing over the mi.crostate configu
raHons that lie within the partitioned boundaries: of the free 
energy landscape shown in Figure 6A. We also show the 
proporHouate1y weighted contlibntion of each macrostate 
to the CD spectrum (red). From Figure 7A and B, we see 
that the S] and S2 macrostates, hfch represent minority 
fractions of the total populatiou 2.6% and 2.8"/o, respec
ti ely), do not contribute s1goificaot]y to the CD spectrum. 

Similarly; the S3 macrostate (Figure 7C), h.ich contains 
tlle coordinates of the 11,.form conformation, also represents 
a comparabl smaU fraction of the tota] population (9.Cl'Vo). 
On the other hand, the S4 macrostate {F" gure 7D) contaiu s 
a 1iignifica:nt fraction of the total population , 37.3%) and 
is ]argely composed of left-hand.eel base-stacked conformaw 
t:ions,. whi.ch gi.ves rise to a strong CD sjgual. e note that 
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the calcu]ated CD spectrum oftbe S4 macrostate bas a sim
ilar •nght-handed shape {in the long wavelength regime) to 
that ohhe S3 macrostate, in spite of tbeir apparent opposite 
chiral symmetries. This is consistent with. the syh structure 
(i.e. with roll angles ~Y ~ 180P and ~Y ~ OP). The detailed 
calculation of the spectra for an five macrostates is reported 
in Supplementary Figure S3 ofthe SI which shows the spec~ 
trn.1 decomposition of the degenerate CD spectrum for the 
a;.;ernge strncture of each mac:rostate. 

From the spectra] decomposition it is straightforward to 
see that the flipping of oue ba:se js responsible for a CD spec• 
trum that is consistent in the Watson~Cri.ck structl!lre and 
in the syh conformation of d.ApdA. We note that this be~ 
ha ior may not be observed in dinudeotides with different 
base compositions:,. bec:ause the transition dipol.es are dif
Ferent. Although the S5 macrostate (Figure 7E) represents 
the highest fraction of the total population (48.3%), it is 
dominated by an ach:iral and slightly unstact.ed S.Yh confor
mation which, because of its symmetry. l'esults in a negU~ 
gible CD contribution to the total spectrum. In Figure 7F, 
we show the individual weighted contributions for the S3 
,.9.0%, S4 37.3%) and S5 (48.3%) macrostate:s. :in addition 
to the weighted sum of al] the macrostates (gray cmve). We 
thus see that the favorable agreement e observe between 
ex penment and theory in the long wavelength regime is es~ 
.sentfally the result of h o significant contributions, a minor 
contribution from macrostate SJ and a larger contributiou 
from macrostate S4. 

Having identified the key maorostates relevant to the CD 
observable.. e used this infonnation to determine the smaU
e.st number of structural parametefil necessary to charac
teriz.e these macrost tes. We thus identi.fied five a eraged 
oonformation.s, one for each macrostate, which , propedy 
weighted were used to caJculate the CD .spectrum. The 
oompia:ris-011 betweeu the contribution to the CD spectrun1 
from all the conformational states in a macmsttate and the 
contribution from the averaged macrostate structure are 
shown m Supplementary Figure S6 of the SI, with struc
tural parameters listed in Supplementary Table S6. The ca]~ 
culation of the CD spectrum with on1y five conformations 
is in good agreement with the complete calculation; while It 
greatly speeds up the computation time needed to calculate 
the CD spectrum. In principle, such strncturaJ model1i can 
be used for the general jnterpretation of any spectroscopic 
measurement performed on the dApdA system. 

In reconsidering the previous: interpretations of the CD 
spectrum by Lowe and. Schellman, and given that the sig
nal. from the nn~stacked mono~nucleotide is comparati.ve]y 
negligible, OW' study suggests that the stacked 'native' form 
of the dinucleotid.e is primarily given by the sum of the S3 
and S4 states, because the S l state is less densely popuJated. 
Analogously, the unstacked •denaturate' state ,corresponds 
in this study to the S5 state. hicb is more populated than 
the unstacked S2 .state. 

TI1e ]arge degree of conformational disorder that char
acterizes macrostate S2 contrasts with the highly ordered 
macrostates S3 and S4. The stabilities ofmacrostates S3 and 
S4, relative to rnacrostate Ss, are reminiscent of the ' sol.vo
pho bk' model.s for nucleic acid base stacking 2, ]1 i l 2), 
in which the •stacked' macrostates SJ and S4 are fa ored 
due to enthalpic base stacking interactions (61 ). which 
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offsets the configurat iona l entropy of the disordered S2 
macrostate Solvophobic base stacking is known to be fa
vored by a decrease in t he enthalpy I!. H and opposed by a 
decrease in the entropy !!.S. Solvophobic bonding, as de
fined here, is 'enthalpically driven' and differs significantly 
from hydrophobic bonding, which is generally thought to 
d rive protein folding (62) by a positive change in the en
tropy of the system. Such physical models are supported by 
studies that examine the stabilizing and destabilizing effects 
on base stacking by various salts and other solvent additives 
( 10,18). 

Mean fi rst passage times (MFPTs) for dApdA macrostates 
and pathways of mac.rostate interc.onversion 

While CO spectra provide a useful measure of the stationary 
(equilibrium) properties of the dApdA system, they do not 
provide information about the dynamic processes involved 
in state-to-state interconversion. Lo this section we apply the 
results of o ur MSM analysis o f MO trajectories to the inves
tigation oft he kinetic pathways associated with t he free en
ergy landscape, and to identify pathways of interconversion 
between the various stacked and unstacked macrostates. 

To characterize the kinetic properties of the dApdA sys
tem, we examined the mean first passage times (MFPTs) of 
the five macrostates, which are assigned to the regions of 
the free energy landscape shown in Figure 6A. The MFPT 
,,➔ 1 is the average time for the system to undergo a t ransi
tion to state f, provided that it was initially in state i (21,63). 
We determined the M FPTs for the free energy landscape 
of dApdA at salt concentration (NaCl) = 0. 1 M (see full 
data set in Supplementary Table S4 of the Sl. Also, Supple
mentary Table S5 shows that the MFPTs are insensitive to 
the number of microstates selected in the MSM analysis). 
Macrostate S2 represents the region of the free energy land
scape with the greatest degree of conformational disorder; 
thus, it can be considered to serve as an end-state for base
unstacking. 

Moreover, while macrostate SJ is approximately 8 -form 
in character, the relative roll angles of macrostates S4 and S5 
are >90°, which in each case corresponds to a base configu
ration that has been flipped into the Hoogsteen-likeconfor
mation. Thus, the process of 'base-flipping' may play an im
portant role in the dynamics of the dApdA system, although 
in longer strands of (especially) duplex ONA, such flipping 
may be suppressed by the overall cooperativity that con
t rols the order-disorder transitions for these larger macro
molecular species. Nevertheless, these studies of the Jess 
cooperatively stabilized dinucleotide may provide insight 
into structural rearrangements that in principle could, and 
likely-with some frequency--00, occur in la rger biologi
cally relevant ONA macromolecules. 

We used the transition path theory (f PT) method (25-
29) to determine the frequency of events in which an ini
tially base-stacked macrostate (e.g. SJ or S4) undergoes 
successive conformational changes that permit entry into 
the region o f the free energy landscape characterized by 
the ' final' unstacked macrostate S2. When the system ini
tially occupies macrostate SJ, which corresponds to the 
average base stacking of t he Watson-Crick B-form, we 
found t hat the dominant pathway leading to macrostate S2 
(with 46% probability) was S3 ➔ S5 - S2. Thus, base-

unstacking from the right-handed 8 -form conformation oc
curs predominantly by a two-step process through the achi
ral S5 intermediate, in which one of the adenine bases has 
been flipped. The remaining, less prevalent base-unstacking 
pathways were SJ ➔ S4 ➔ S2 (with 26% probability); SJ 
➔ S5 ➔ S4 ➔ S2 (with 15% probability); and S3 ➔ S2 
(with 10% probability). When the system occupied initially 
the left-handed and base-fl ipped macrostate S4, which cor
responds to a Hoogsteen base-stacking configuration, the 
two most prevalent unstacking pathways were t he one-step 
S4 ➔ S2 pathway (with 47% probability) and the two-step 
S4 ➔ S5 ➔ S2 pathway (with 40% probability). 

We see that, in general, transitions to the most sparsely 
populated macrostates Sl and S2 occur relatively slowly (in 
~35---<iO ns), while transitions to the most highly populated 
macrostate S5 occur relatively quickly (in ~2-5 ns), sug
gesting that the macrostate S5 acts as a common intermedi
ate for the pathways between the other macrostates for the 
stacking-unstacking transition. 

Because the energy barriers in dApdA are small, the 
height(s) of the barrier(s) that the system has to overcome to 
transition between any two macrostates is close to the differ
enoe in free energy between the two states. Thus, the kinetics 
of the interconversion between macrostates are driven pri
marily by their relative stabilities. It is reasonable to expect 
that cooperativity in base stacking will increase the heights 
of the energy barriers between conformational states in 
both the ssONA and the dsONA. Such information can 
provide new insights into the mechanisms of base stacking
unstacking transitions in nucleic acids and the possible role 
of these processes in biologically imponant protein-nucleic 
acid interactions. 

DISCUSSION 

Structural and dynamic charac.terization of "breathing' fluc
tuations at the dinucleotide level 

Thermally activated breathing fluct uations, in which flank
ing nucleic acid bases spontaneously move away from t heir 
stacked and hydrogen-bonded conformations, are thought 
to be important initial steps in the pathways that lead to 
ONA denat uration and the specific binding of proteins to 
ONA (J-{i). Despite their relevance, the details of the in
teractions and kinetics that control breathing fluctuations 
are still largely not understood. It is known, however, that 
the stacking interactions o f the bases within nucleic acids 
are the dominant stabilizing forces of the native conforma
tions that oppose the melting of ONA, while inter-s'trand 
base-base hydrogen bonding and cooperativity play less im
portant stabilizing roles ( 10,17,61). Traditionally the equi
librium between stacked and unstacked base conformations 
has been studied by circular dichroism (CO) experiments, 
which are sensitive to the conformational chirality of the 
ba.se stacking ( 15). Such measu rements, however, are lim
ited in the amount of information that they can provide be
cause CO spectra cannot be directly inverted to determine 
the conformations that contribute to these spectroscopic 
signals. 

CO spectroscopy is an important biophysical tool for the 
analysis of nucleic acid structure, in that the relationship be
tween CO spectra a nd local nucleic acid base conformation 



can be understood in terms of quantum chemical princi
ples. Nevertheless, for many of these systems the free energy 
landscape can favor the simultaneous presence of multiple 
conformations at equilibrium, many of which may intercon
vert due to thermal fluctuations. Thus, the complexity of the 
free energy landscapes o f nucleic acid systems is a signifi
cant obstacle for achieving a meaningful interpretation of 
GD spectra. 

Sotrnphobic effeds 0 11 tile confornrntional stability of dinu
cleotides 

Early st udies by Lowe a nd Schellman of the base stacking
unstacking equilibrium focused on the CD spectrum of the 
dApdA dinucleotide monophosphate as a function of in
creasing monovalent salt conoentration, because the stack
ing iuteractions of the elementary dinucleotide unit could 
be isolated a nd studied independently of other stabilizing 
factors (10). These studies concluded that the stacking
unstacking equilibrium of dinucleotides can be modeled as 
a two state t ransition, where the driving foroe for the stack
ing of the bases is 'solvophobic' in nature; i.e. driven by a 
decrease in the enthalpy of the process (1!,.H"" -6.6 kcal 
mo1-1 at T = 293 K), and opposed by a decrease in the en
tropy of the system (1!,.S = - 23 e.u. such that -T/!,.S"'< 6.7 
kcal moJ- 1 at T = 293 K)(IO, 14, 15,6 I). Thus, these workers 
concluded that the transition as a whole was likely driven -
to a major extent-by rearrangements of the molecules of 
the solvent environment p resent (here water molecules and 
ionic species). H owever. these studies could not exclude the 
possibility that more than two states might contribute to 
the overall CD signal, and thus could not define the precise 
nature of the underlying conformations (10). They did de
termine, however, that each of the two states of the dApdA 
dinucleotide that contributed to the CD signal was most 
likely present as a number of similar configurations, and 
that the state with highest disorder and entropy was likely 
to be more stable at high temperatures and at higher mono
valent salt concentrations. 

CONCLUSIONS AND OVERVIEW 

In the present study, we have established a methodology that 
can be used to relate the GD spectrum to the underlying 
relevant molecular conformations. We combined extensive 
MD simulations (µ,s in duration) with direct calculations of 
the CD spectrum. Our CD calculations were based on stan
dard methods (24) a nd an extended-dipole model (EDM) 
(64) to estimate the exciton coupling between the electric 
dipole transition moments (EDT Ms) of the adenine bases 
of dApdA. The EDM takes into account the finite length 
of the electronic transition charge distribution across the 
adenine chromophore, and it correctly describes the depen
dence of the electronic coupling on the inter-base twist angle 
q, and the relative tilt a ngle a:1 - a y (coordinates defined in 
Figure 2). By calculating the CD spectrum for each of the I 0 
million conformations in the MD simulations, we obtained 
good agreement between our GD calculations and previ
ously published experimental spectra of the dApdA system 
at approximately physiological salt concentration (NaCl)= 
0.1 M ( 10, 15). Nevertheless, the calculation of the CD spec-
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trum by these procedures provided little insight into the im
portant conformational states contributing to the CD spec
trum, and can become computationally too expensive if so
phisticated quantum chemical calculations are adopted to 
calculate the exciton couplings from the detailed electronic 
structure of the adenine bases. 

To surmount this problem, we performed a Markov 
state modeling a nalysis of the free energy landscape of the 
dApdA dinucleotideand identified five kinetically separable 
macrostates, each containing conformational species that 
can rapidly interconvert. We then calculated a single av
eraged conformation to represent each of the five MSM 
macrostates, and we found that the total CD spectrum can 
be represented aocurately by the weighted sum of the cont ri
butions from the averaged structures of these macrostates. 

We found that only two states exhibit both stacked a nd 
chiral conformations, which are necessary to provide signif
icant exciton coupling between monomer EDTMs a nd ro
tational strengths, thus contributing to the GD observable. 
The two s'tates are conformational ensembles with oppo
site chirality, which contain the (J)1fi (Watson- Crick B) form 
(S3) and a syn (Hoogsteen) flipped-base conformation (S4), 
respectively. A third highly populated state is a n achiral sy11 
state, with a slightly unstacked conformation (S5) that does 
not contribute significantly to the CD signal. We observed 
that both the S3 and the S4 states provide right-handed 
CD features in the long wavelength region of the dApdA 
spectrum. These results are qualitatively consistent with the 
early hypothesis that two leading states dominate the CD 
spectrum, but now provide more detailed information about 
the nature of those states (10). We conclude that both the S3 
and the S4 states contribute to the stacked conformation de
tected by Lowe and Schellman, while their unstacked con
formation likely comprises the S5 state, which is the most 
populated, and to a lesser extent the fully unstacked state 
S2. Furthermore, our study shows that the Hoogsteen struc
ture plays a key role in the mechanism of the stacking a nd 
unstacking pathways of the bases in dApdA, and possibly in 
DNA as well, as it is present in the highly populated stacked 
S4 and unstacked S5 conformations at a ll salt concentra
tions. 

By connecting the CD spectrum of the dApdA dinu
cleotide to five leading conformational states as a function 
of salt concentration, we were able to obtain information 
about how the dist ribution of ion shell structures alfects lo
cal base-stacking interactions. ln agreement with early ex
periments by Johnson and Schleich ( I 8), we observed that 
the elfect of increasing salt was to decrease the magnitude 
of the CD signal over the 240-300 nm regime. In the CD 
experiments by Lowe and Schellman ( 10), the decrease in 
CD signal was aocompanied by a shift in the equilibrium 
population of open (unstacked) achiral conformations rel
ative to closed chiral conformations. Our findings show an 
initial increase of the base stacking stability with increasing 
monovalent salt concentration (NaCl or KCI), followed by 
a decrease of stability at salt concentrations higher than 1.0 
M. By analyzing radial distribution functions and orienta
tion distribution functions of the ions and water solvent, re
spectively, we observed that the changes in local base stack
ing conformation at high salt concentrations are correlated 
strongly with the disruption oftbe ion shell boundaries, a nd 
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weakly with a change in the orientations of the water dipole 
moments. Over the full range of salt concentrations, the 
orientations of water molecules within successive hydration 
shells are highly correlated, from layer to layer, through hy
drogen bonding. Thus, the relatively large negative change 
in solvent entropy is attributed to the emergence of order of 
the ion shell structure upon base stacking, rather than the 
restructuring of the water dipole moments. These findings 
provide a more detailed picture in the context of the solvo
phobic bonding model, in which the enthalpic base stacking 
interaction is closely balanced by the decrease in entropy of 
the solvent environment. In contrast, this behavior is not 
observed for the singly-charged phosphate anion in isola
tion, suggesting that the presence of the bases in dApdA 
structure may be responsible for the disruption of the ion 
shell structure upon base un-stacking. 

We also find that the trend in base stacking stability with 
increasing monovalent ion concentration for the dApdA 
dinucleotide is consistent with trends observed for the more 
complex duplex ONA ( 16,30). Although other factors, such 
as H-bonding and the cooperative stacking of multiple 
bases are known to play an important role in determining 
the stability of dsDNA structures, our results suggest that 
the restructuring of the ion shells about the cent ral phos
phate ion with increasing salt concentration, observed in 
dApdA, may also play a role in regulating the stability of 
larger DNA macromolecules. 
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